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Introduction
COPD is a common chronic respiratory disease with high mortality and morbidity. It is
estimated that COPD will be the third leading cause of death in the world by 2030.1
Globally, COPD has caused huge burden on health systems.2 As disease progresses,
patients are more likely to be hospitalized for the necessary treatment. The treatment
costs of COPD patients have a strong correlation with the disease severity,3 in which
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Purpose: Hospitalization brings considerable economic pressure on COPD patients in China.
A clear understanding of hospitalization costs for patients with COPD is warranted to improve
treatment strategies and to control costs. Currently, investigation on factors contributing to
hospitalization costs for patients with COPD in China is limited. This study aimed to measure
the hospitalization costs of COPD and to determine the contributing factors.
Patients and methods: Medical record data from the First Affiliated Hospital of Guangzhou
Medical University from January 2016 to December 2016 were used for a retrospective analysis.
Patients who were hospitalized with a diagnosis of COPD were included. Patient characteristics, medical treatment, and hospitalization costs were analyzed by descriptive statistics and
multivariable regression.
Results: Among the 1,943 patients included in this study, 87.85% patients were male; the
mean (SD) age was 71.15 (9.79) years; 94.49% patients had comorbidities; and 82.30%
patients had health insurance. Regarding medical treatment, the mean (SD) length of stay was
9.38 (7.65) days; 11.12% patients underwent surgery; 87.91% used antibiotics; and 4.53%
underwent emergency treatment. For hospitalization costs, the mean (SD) of the total costs
per COPD patient per admission was 24,372.75 (44,173.87) CNY (3,669.33 [6,650.38] USD),
in which Western medicine fee was the biggest contributor (45.53%) followed by diagnosis
fee (27.00%) and comprehensive medical fee (12.04%). Regression found that reimbursement
(-0.032; 95% CI -0.046 to 0.007), length of stay (0.738; 95% CI 0.832–0.892), comorbidity
(0.044; 95% CI 0.029–0.093), surgery (0.145; 95% CI 0.120–0.170), antibiotic use (0.086;
95% CI 0.060–0.107), and emergency treatment (0.121; 95% CI 0.147–0.219) were significantly
(P,0.01) associated with total hospitalization costs.
Conclusion: To control hospitalization costs for COPD patients in China, the significance
of comorbidity, length of stay, antibiotic use, surgery, and emergency treatment suggests the
importance of controlling the COPD progression and following clinical guidelines for inpatients.
Interventions such as examination of pulmonary function for early detection, quality control of
medical treatment, and patient education warrant further investigation.
Keywords: COPD, economic burden, hospitalization costs, medical cost, multivariate regression
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hospitalization costs account for most of the direct treatment costs.4 A study in the US reported that the hospitalization costs significantly drove the total health care costs in
COPD patients who were commercially insured.5 In Taiwan,
the hospitalization costs for COPD patients accounted for
74%–95% of their total health care costs.6
There are multiple factors contributing to the high hospitalization costs for COPD patients including age, use of
domiciliary oxygen, presence of comorbidity, history of
lung infection, and length of stay.7,8 Some factors are related
to patient’s demographic characteristics which may not be
easily controlled for cost-containment purposes. Other factors
are related to treatment strategies adopted by the hospital
where patients were admitted which could play a major
role in driving hospitalization costs. To explore measures
that can help reduce the treatment costs of COPD patients,
it is necessary to have a good understanding of the factors
that can contribute to the hospitalization costs in different
health systems.
China has one of the largest COPD populations in the
world. According to “The 2015 Report on Chinese Nutrition
and Chronic Disease”, there were more than 43 million COPD
patients in China, and the prevalence of COPD varied from
5% to 13% across different regions of the country. For most
regions, the prevalence was higher than the WHO modelestimated prevalence for Chinese (6.7%).9 A recent large
epidemic study of COPD in China found that the COPD prevalence over the age of 20 years in China was 8.6%, and the
prevalence of people over the age of 40 years was as high as
13.7%.10 A cross-sectional study from four China cities found
that the mean annual direct medical costs per COPD patient
were 11,968 (±22,422) CNY (1,853 [±3,472] USD) in 2011.11
According to a published Chinese experts’ consensus in 2013,
the medical costs of COPD patients during hospitalization
were expected to increase significantly.12 Another study found
that a significant upward trend of the mean cost per stay for
COPD patients increased from 5,168 CNY (637.92 USD)
in 2005 to 9,772 CNY (1,568.94 USD) in 2015.13 Hospitalization brought considerable economic pressure on COPD
patients and the overall health system in China.14 A clear
understanding of hospitalization costs for COPD patients
is warranted to improve treatment strategies and to control
costs. However, investigation on factors contributing to
hospitalization costs for COPD patients in China is limited.
Thus, the objective of this study was to measure the
hospitalization costs for COPD patients and to determine the
contributing factors. The findings are expected to provide
evidence for designing health care service and health policy
which benefit COPD patients under medical cost pressure.
3350
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Patients and methods
Data collection
A retrospective study was performed using data from the
First Affiliated Hospital of Guangzhou Medical University.
The hospital was chosen for this study because it is a leading
institution for respiratory medicine in China. Its respiratory
department, which is also known as the Guangzhou Institute
of Respiratory Health, was founded in 1979, where it is the
earliest research institute for respiratory disease in China. The
institute was approved by the Chinese Central Government
as the State Key Laboratory of Respiratory Disease in 2007
and the National Clinical Research Center for Respiratory
Disease in 2015. Due to its outstanding clinical and research
capability in respiratory disease in China, this hospital
receives a large number of COPD patients from around the
country who seek high-standard treatment.
The study was reviewed and approved by the ethics
committee of the First Affiliated Hospital of Guangzhou
Medical University (no 201753). This study did not investigate privacy issues involving patient names, ID numbers,
home addresses, phone numbers, etc. Therefore, patient
consent to review their medical records was not required
by the ethics committee of the First Affiliated Hospital of
Guangzhou Medical University. All investigators prefer strict
confidentiality of patient data.
All the data were extracted from the Neusoft Hospital
Information Management System of the First Affiliated
Hospital of Guangzhou Medical University. Considering that
the financial operation of public hospital in China is annually
established to meet the fiscal requirements of government,
hospitalized COPD patients who were discharged during
the period between January 1, 2016, and December 31,
2016, were chosen. Two inclusion criteria were applied.
The first criterion was that patients were hospitalized with
main diagnosis as COPD or acute exacerbations of COPD
(AECOPD), where the corresponding ICD-10 codes in the
dataset included J44.100, J44.800, and J44.900. The second
criterion was that patients were hospitalized with main diagnosis as respiratory failure (J96.900) and the second diagnosis
as AECOPD. The second inclusion criterion was set, because
these patients were hospitalized for AECOPD-induced respiratory failure. The root cause of their hospitalization was
also AECOPD. Respiratory failure was defined as the failure
to adequately provide oxygen to cells of the body and to
remove excess carbon dioxide from them. Arterial blood gas
analysis was required to make the diagnosis in this clinical
context. The presence of arterial blood oxygen partial pressure of ,60 mmHg with or without carbon dioxide partial
International Journal of COPD 2018:13
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pressure of .50 mmHg on room air at sea level confirmed
the presence of respiratory failure. This study used data on
hospitalization costs per patient admission.

Measurement
According to the GOLD and the Chinese Guidelines for the
Diagnosis and Treatment of COPD (revised 2013),15,16 patient
symptoms and medical treatment strategy are two decisive
aspects of medical costs of COPD patients. The information
extracted for analysis in this study, thus, included patient
characteristics, medical treatment received by the patient,
and the resultant hospitalization costs.
All the data in the Neusoft Hospital Information Management System were categorized according to the official Standard Electronic Inpatient Medical Record Data Set in China.

For this study, patient characteristic information included
gender, age, and ways of reimbursement. In China, the health
system did not provide reimbursement for all patients, especially for immigrant patients who left their hometown. Medical
treatment information included length of stay, comorbidity,
surgery, antibiotic use, and emergency treatment. These treatment factors were chosen according to the GOLD guideline
and the Chinese Guidelines for the Diagnosis and Treatment
of COPD (revised 2013). The third part of hospitalization cost
information covered ten categories giving a total of 21 cost
items. A summary of all the measurements is listed in Table 1.

Data analyses
All the information about patient characteristics, medical
treatment, and hospitalization costs was first analyzed

Table 1 Variables and their measurement in this study
Variables

Measurement

1.	Gender
2.	Age
3.	Reimbursement
4.	Length of stay
5. Comorbidity
6.	Surgery
7.	Antibiotic use
8.	Emergency treatment
9.	Hospitalization costs

Male =0; female =1
Numerically indicate the patient’s age
No =0; yes =1
Numerically indicate the days of stay
No =0; yes =1
No =0; yes =1
No =0; yes =1
No =0; yes =1
(CNY and USD)

9.1 Total cost
9.2 Comprehensive medical fee

General medical fee
General treatment operation fee
Nurse fee
Other fees

9.3 Diagnosis fee

Pathological diagnosis fee
Laboratory diagnosis fee
Image diagnosis fee
Clinical diagnosis fee

9.4 Treatment fee

Non-surgery treatment fee
Surgery treatment fee

9.5	Rehabilitation fee

Rehabilitation fee

9.6 Traditional Chinese medical treatmenta

Traditional Chinese medical treatment fee

9.7 Western medicine fee

Western medicine fee (including antibiotics fee)

9.8 TCM feec

Traditional Chinese patent medicine fee
Traditional Chinese herbal medicine fee

9.9 Blood and blood products fee

Blood fee
Albumin fee
Globulin fee
Examination disposable medical materials fee

9.10 Consumable materials fee

Treatment disposable medical materials fee
Surgery disposable medical materials fee

b

9.11 Other fees
Notes: aTraditional Chinese medical treatment refers to treatment fee involved in TCM treatment such as the fee due to TCM diagnosis, acupuncture, massage (Tui na),
Cupping, and Gua Sha. bWestern medicine fee refers to the pharmaceutical product fee, including antibiotics. cTCM fee refers to medicine fee in TCM treatment such as
Chinese herbal medicine fee, Chinese patent medicine, and Chinese food therapy.
Abbreviation: TCM, traditional Chinese medicine.
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in a descriptive way, using proportions, mean (SD), and
median (IQR).
Multivariable regression model was adopted to determine
the factors contributing to total hospitalization costs. As the
data of total hospitalization costs were not normally distributed, it was log transformed as dependent variable before
conducting regression analysis. Eight independent variables
were entered into regression model, including gender, age,
reimbursement, length of stay, comorbidities, surgery, antibiotic use, and emergency treatment.
Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS 23.0
version (IBM Corporation, Armonk, NY, USA). P-value
of ,0.05 was considered to be statistically significant.

Results
Characteristics of patients
Among the 1,943 patients included in this study, 1,707
(87.85%) patients were male; the mean (SD) age was 71.15
(9.79) years; 1,599 (82.30%) patients had reimbursement
for medical payment (Table 2).

Analysis of medical treatment information
As summarized in Table 2, of the patients included, the mean
(SD) length of stay in hospital was 9.38 (7.65) days. A total
of 1,836 (94.49%) patients had comorbidities at admission,
where the typical comorbidities included hypertension, diabetes, pulmonary infection, pneumonia, and bullae; 1,708
(87.91%) patients had used antibiotics during hospitalization.
In particular, out of 1,943 patients, 216 (11.12%) patients had
undergone surgery, where the top four surgeries were fiberoptic bronchoscopy (n=39), thoracentesis (n=16), coronary

Table 2 Characteristics of patients hospitalized for COPD or
AECOPD
Item

n (%)

Gender
Male
Female
Age, years
Median (IQR)
Mean (SD)
Reimbursement
Length of stay, days
Median (IQR)
Mean (SD)
Comorbidity
Surgery
Antibiotic use
Emergency treatment

1,707 (87.85%)
236 (12.15%)
71.15 (9.79)
72.00 (64–78)
71.15 (9.79)
1,599 (82.30%)
7.00 (5–11)
9.38 (7.65)
1,836 (94.49%)
216 (11.12%)
1,708 (87.91%)
88 (4.53%)

Abbreviation: AECOPD, acute exacerbations of COPD.
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angiography (n=15), and closed drainage of pleural cavity
(n=13). In addition, 88 (4.53%) patients received emergency
treatment, where “emergency treatment” denoted the treatment under emergency situation and included emergency aid
and treatment, and salvage/rescue therapy, such as emergency
tracheal intubation and cardiopulmonary resuscitation.

Analysis of hospitalization costs
For hospitalization costs, the mean (SD) total cost per COPD
patient per admission was 24,372.75 (44,173.87) CNY
(3,669.33 [6,650.38] USD). Western medicine fee consisted
of the largest proportion (45.53%) of the total hospitalization costs, including 17.30% antibiotics fee. Diagnosis fee
accounted for 27.00% of total hospitalization costs, followed
by comprehensive medical fee (12.04%), consumable
materials fee (8.81%), and treatment fee (5.51%). Rehabilitation fee accounted for the smallest proportion (0.08%). More
details are summarized in Table 3.

Regression analysis for total
hospitalization costs
Table 4 summarizes the results of regression analysis on
total hospitalization costs. It shows that length of stay
(0.738; 95% CI 0.028–0.031), comorbidity (0.044; 95% CI
0.056–0.122), surgery (0.145; 95% CI 0.111–0.162), antibiotic use (0.086; 95% CI 0.131–0.178), and emergency
treatment (0.121; 95% CI 0.061–0.136) were significantly
(P,0.001) associated with total hospitalization costs. In addition, total hospitalization costs were significantly (P=0.007)
associated with whether patients could get reimbursement for
medical payment or not. However, total hospitalization costs
were not significantly associated with gender or age.

Discussion
As hospitalization has a great impact on economic burden
for COPD patients and the overall health system, it is necessary to investigate the weight of each contributing factor
to hospitalization costs of COPD inpatients. Based on a
retrospective analysis of medical record data from a top
hospital specialized in respiratory disease in China, this
study found that the mean total hospitalization costs per
COPD patient per admission was 24,372.75 CNY (3,669
USD) in 2016. A research in the US found that the mean
cost of 1,254,703 hospitalizations for AECOPD was 9,545
USD per patient in 2010.17 Pasquale et al18 reported that
the mean annual COPD-related costs per patient older than
40 years in the USA was 4,528 USD between 2007 and
2009. Although the total hospitalization costs in this study
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Table 3 Analysis of hospitalization cost information (CNY)
Cost items

Median (IQR)

Mean (SD)

%

Total cost
Western medicine products fee
Antibiotics fee
Diagnosis fee
Pathological diagnosis fee
Laboratory diagnosis fee
Image diagnosis fee
Clinical diagnosis fee
Comprehensive medical fee
General medical fee
General treatment operation fee
Nurse fee
Other fees
Consumable materials fee
Examination disposable medical materials fee
(examination DMMF)
Treatment DMMF
Surgery DMMF
Treatment fee
Non-surgery treatment fee
Surgery treatment fee
Blood and blood products fee
Blood fee
Albumin fee
Globulin fee
Other fees
Chinese medical treatment
TCM products fee
Chinese patent medicine fee
Chinese herbal medicine fee
Rehabilitation fee

14,708.75 (10,465.37–22,394.77)
5,902.33 (3,553.3–10,766.4)
1,721.24 (722.70–3,333.20)
5,262.80 (4,119.80–6,706.00)
0.00 (0.00–0.00)
3,317.80 (2,545.00–4,146.800)
1,351.00 (735.00–1,801.00)
387.00 (200.00–821.00)
1,932.00 (1,284.50–2,872.50)
378.00 (276.00–580.00)
1,279.50 (851.50–1,933.50)
163.00 (102.00–276.00)
48.00 (28.00–78.00)
794.54 (479.90–1,466.18)
0.00 (0.00–29.70)

24,372.75 (44,173.87)
11,093.46 (20,169.24)
4,227.12 (11,182)
6,578.06 (7,782.82)
83.82 (428.43)
3,955.30 (4,421.35)
1,533.89 (1,434.08)
1,005.05 (2,418.00)
2,933.76 (4,817.66)
634.87 (1,292.82)
1,691.76 (1,798.32)
553.05 (1,981.93)
54.05 (54.65)
2,146.66 (9,051.92)
163.69 (1,688.9)

100
45.53
17.3
27.00
0.34
16.23
6.29
4.13
12.04
2.61
6.94
2.27
0.22
8.81
0.67

747.62 (458.29–1,347.77)
0.00 (0.00–0.00)
0.00 (0.00–364.00)
0.00 (0.00–230.00)
0.00 (0.00–0.00)
0.00 (0.00–0.00)
0.00 (0.00–0.00)
0.00 (0.00–0.00)
0.00 (0.00–0.00)
0.00 (0.00–65.00)
0.00 (0.00–0.00)
0.00 (0.00–0.00)
0.00 (0.00–0.00)
0.00 (0.00–0.00)
0.00 (0.00–0.00)

1,451.03 (4,187.81)
531.94 (5,500.41)
1,342.48 (5,245.93)
1,065.97 (3,503.12)
276.50 (2,697.45)
104.18 (1,507.66)
77.53 (1,340.84)
1.97 (53.72)
24.68 (638.31)
77.69 (356.59)
45.85 (349.48)
32.21 (123.72)
17.94 (62.03)
14.27 (77.58)
18.36 (93.33)

5.95
2.18
5.51
4.38
1.13
0.43
0.32
0.01
010
0.32
0.19
0.13
0.07
0.06
0.08

Note: Items in bold are main cost items.
Abbreviations: TCM, traditional Chinese medicine; DMMF, Disposable medical materials fee.

appeared to be much less than those in the US, this could
be explained by the significantly lower average per capita
income of Chinese people. In 2016, the average per capita
income in the USA was 57,638 USD, while it was only
8,123 USD in China. It was obvious that hospitalization
costs unanimously contributed to remarkable expenses for
COPD patients in China.

Regarding the formation of hospitalization costs, this
study found that Western medicine (pharmaceutical products)
fee was the largest part of the total hospitalization costs
(45.53%), followed by diagnosis fee (27.00%) and comprehensive medical fee (12.04%). These results were consistent with previous findings in China and other countries.
A research conducted in 2006 in Beijing city of China

Table 4 Regression analysis for total hospitalization costs (log transformed)
Factors
Gender
Age
Reimbursement
Comorbidity
Length of stay
Surgery
Antibiotic use
Emergency treatment

Univariate analysis

Multivariate analysis

Log transformed (95% CI)

P-value

Log transformed (95% CI)

P-value

-0.010 (−0.053 to 0.033)
0.055 (0.048–0.438)
0.043 (−0.001 to 0.072)
0.145 (0.140–0.262)
0.829 (0.939–0.997)
0.406 (0.366–0.448)
0.302 (0.251–0.333)
0.284 (0.366–0.496)

0.660
0.015
0.057
,0.001
,0.001
,0.001
,0.001
,0.001

0.015 (-0.008 to 0.037)
-0.022 (-0.199 to 0.008)
-0.032 (-0.046 to 0.007)
0.044 (0.029–0.093)
0.738 (0.832–0.892)
0.145 (0.120–0.170)
0.086 (0.060–0.107)
0.121 (0.147–0.219)

0.202
0.071
0.007
,0.001
,0.001
,0.001
,0.001
,0.001
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investigated hospitalization costs in patients with AECOPD
and found that the highest hospitalization cost was drug cost
(71.2%), followed by laboratory cost (16.7%).19 In a Turkish
study conducted in 2014, 27.6% of total hospitalization costs
for COPD patients were due to drug use.20 In another research
in Turkey in 2015, the percentage of drug cost was the highest
(53.5%), followed by bed cost (19.6%).21 A similar research
in Spain found that drug cost represented 32.2% of total direct
costs for COPD patients.22 All these study results indicated
the significance of pharmaceutical treatment to the overall
medical costs for hospitalized COPD patients.
For patient demographic characteristics, a research in
Sweden identified age and gender as factors affecting COPDrelated cost; male and older patients were expected to bear
higher costs.23 However, no significant effect of gender or
age has been observed in this study. This may be due to the
inclusion of mainly older patients in this study and, therefore,
lack of the data required to demonstrate age significance.
Regarding the effect of reimbursement, this study found
that hospitalization costs were significantly (P,0.05) associated with reimbursement according to regression analysis,
showing that entitlement to reimbursement could influence
medical treatment costs. Moreover, as shown in this study,
the costs for patients with or without reimbursement were
similar (24,110.84 CNY [3,629.89 USD] vs 25,590.01 CNY
[3,852.58 USD]), which could be explained by the reimbursement restrictions set by the social insurance bureau or private
insurance companies.24,25 The social insurance bureau and
private insurance companies in China generally limit the
reimbursement categories and set the ceiling for the costs
of medical treatment during hospitalization.26 Consequently,
doctors had to choose less costly treatments to meet the
reimbursement requirements.
Regarding the impact of factors related to medical treatment, the regression analysis found that surgery, emergency
treatment, comorbidity, antibiotic use, and length of stay
were significantly associated with total hospitalization costs.
However, among these factors, measures to cut the costs of
surgery, emergency treatment, or to reduce comorbidity were
neither desirable nor practical for the purpose of hospitalization cost containment. In this study, 11.12% and 4.53%
patients had surgery and emergency treatment during hospital
stay. Patients who had severe dyspnea often needed to take
emergency treatment, which would consume more health
care resources and need more complex medical therapies,
inducing more costs.23,27 In addition, according to the GOLD
guideline, lung volume reduction surgery (LVRS) and lung
transplantation were the two main types of surgeries for
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COPD patients, which were effective therapies for severe
cases.28 Although such kind of surgery was closely related
to the severity of COPD and costly for patients resulting in
high hospitalization costs,29 these measures were crucial for
patients’ survival and should not be compromised. With
regard to comorbidity, in this study, 94.49% of the COPD
patients had concurrent diseases and had higher hospitalization costs. This mirrored the results from another survey study
which was conducted in seven countries (Canada, France,
Italy, the Netherlands, Spain, UK, and USA). It was found
that patients with comorbidity would spend more COPDrelated costs compared with patients without comorbidity.30
A research in Italy that included 1,890 COPD patients
reported that the presence and the number of comorbidities
were significantly linked to the length and costs of hospitalization, especially for patients with cardiovascular disease
or diabetes who would have the longest length of stay and
highest costs of hospitalization.31 In this study, the percentage of patients having comorbidity was very high, which
might be due to two reasons. First, the majority of patients
included were elderly over 60 years, who were very likely to
have other chronic diseases such as cardiovascular disease
and diabetes. A previous study found that more than three
comorbid disorders were observed in 46% COPD patients.20
Second, as the First Affiliated Hospital of Guangzhou Medical University was ranked the top hospital specializing in
COPD, most of the patients who sought help at this hospital
were more likely to be seriously ill along with many other
comorbidities. Although reducing comorbidity could help
reduce hospitalization costs of COPD patients, it was not
practical especially when the patients already had more severe
cases of COPD during admission. A cross-sectional study
in China from 2012 to 2015 found that only 12% of COPD
patients reported previous pulmonary function test, meaning
that the majority of COPD patients were not aware of their
condition.32 To reduce the need for surgery, emergency treatment, and to manage comorbidity, it is important to promote
and strengthen early detection of reduced lung function to
enable early diagnosis and to prevent disease deterioration at
an early stage. This is believed to be of great significance for
reducing medical costs for COPD patients in China.
Antibiotics were frequently used in the treatment for
COPD patients during hospitalization as infection was one of
the main pathological causes for AECOPD.33 A randomized
trial found that azithromycin (a kind of macrolide antibiotics)
could decrease the frequency of exacerbations and improve
quality of life for COPD patients.34 A retrospective cohort
study using data from 410 hospitals in the US indicated that
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adding antibiotics to regimen that already included steroids
might have a beneficial effect on the short-term outcome
of AECOPD inpatients.35 A research in Australia found
that 85.7% patients with uncomplicated AECOPD received
guideline-discordant antibiotics.36 In a Turkish study, 82.8%
of COPD patients of a university hospital used antibiotics
therapy.37 In this study, 89.91% patients used antibiotics and
antibiotics fee accounted for 38.12% of Western medicine
product fee and 17.3% of total hospitalization costs, demonstrating the great impact of antibiotic use on hospitalization
costs. The main reasons for this phenomenon could be the
following. First, because most COPD patients admitted to the
First Affiliated Hospital of Guangzhou Medical University
had acute exacerbations, according to the GOLD guideline,
they would need to use antibiotics to control symptoms
rapidly. Second, these patients often suffered from respiratory infections such as pneumonia, bronchiectasis with
infection, and pulmonary aspergillosis prompting the need
for antibiotic treatment. Third, many Chinese patients today
tended to ask doctors to prescribe antibiotics to achieve
rapid symptomatic relief without knowing the correct use of
antibiotics or ignoring the possible harm of antibiotic abuse.
Many doctors, under such pressure, might have a higher
tendency to prescribe antibiotics.38,39 Therefore, to control
possible antibiotic abuse, in addition to implementing hierarchical medical systems, quality control of COPD treatment
and patient health education about antibiotic use need to be
introduced. For example, in a meta-analysis of double-blind
studies about antibiotic treatment of COPD, it was found that
short course of antibiotic treatment was as effective as the
traditional longer treatment in patients with COPD.40
Finally, it is worth noting that rehabilitation costs which
covered the cost of rehabilitation assessment and treatment
accounted for the smallest proportion (0.08%) of total hospitalization costs in this study. It was probably because COPD
patients in China paid little attention to rehabilitation. At the
same time, it was very difficult for hospitals to promote and
charge rehabilitation education and management programs
due to price control on reimbursement by government.
However, rehabilitation intervention at hospitals has been
shown to be beneficial to COPD patients in many ways.41,42
For example, a randomized trial in Spain found that COPD
patients who joined pulmonary rehabilitation program experienced a significant reduction in exacerbations and achieved
health-related quality of life (HRQoL) improvement.43 This
suggested that rehabilitation program could reduce the probability of hospitalization to a certain extent, thus reducing
inpatient costs. The lack of rehabilitation input currently seen
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in COPD hospitalization in China might be an important
area for future improvement. In particular, education about
disease management of COPD and other chronic respiratory
comorbidities, general health education, and prevention of
infectious respiratory diseases would be worth considered
during rehabilitation.
This study had several limitations. First, the data analyzed
in this study were from one of the top medical institutions
specialized in respiratory diseases in China, reflecting the
highest level of medical treatment for COPD patients. Most
other hospitals in China had less medical capabilities and
resources and were subject to varied health policy environment and patient status. Future research that extends
to hospitals in different levels and regions is warranted
to obtain a more comprehensive understanding about the
impacts of hospital levels on hospitalization costs of COPD
patients in China. Second, this study only focused on direct
medical costs for hospitalized COPD patients but did not
evaluate indirect medical costs. As hospitalization may cause
considerable indirect medical costs for patients, it demands
further investigation on this topic. Third, several background
information was unavailable in the dataset such as pulmonary
functions, medications for COPD, and previous episode of
AECOPD. Fourth, although both surgery and comorbidity
are significant contributing factors for hospitalization costs,
the types of surgery or comorbidities significantly contributed
to the cost need further investigation.

Conclusion
To control hospitalization costs for COPD patients in China,
the significance of comorbidity, length of stay, antibiotic use,
surgery, and emergency treatment suggests the importance of
controlling the progression of COPD and following clinical
guidelines for inpatients. Interventions such as examination
of pulmonary function for early detection, quality control
of medical treatment, and patient education warrant further
investigation.

Data availability
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they contain information that may identify patients but are
available from the corresponding author on reasonable
request.
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